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Objectives: Male chronic pelvic pain syndrome (CPPS) is difficult to manage. Although antidepressants are frequently used in clinical practice, to date no interventional study has been published. We investigated men with CPPS to assess their response to the serotonin specific reuptake inhibitor (SSRI) antidepressant, sertraline.

Methods: Men with CPPS underwent a four glass test to exclude an infective cause for their symptoms. They were randomised to sertraline or matched placebo for 13 weeks after which they were unblinded. They were then allowed to either continue sertraline or cross over to active treatment for a further 13 weeks. Prostatic symptom severity (PSS) and frequency (PSF) scores, the Hospital Anxiety and Depression (HAD) scale and a psychosexual (PSex) questionnaire were completed at 0, 6, 13, and 26 weeks. Statistical analysis was by the Mann-Whitney U and Wilcoxon signed rank tests.

Results: 14 men enrolled. At week 13 there was a mean reduction in PSS scores of 6.1 in the active and 2.0 in placebo group, and in PSF scores of 3.6 and 1.0, respectively. There was no statistically significant difference in the PSS and PSF scores between the active versus placebo group because of the small subject numbers. If analysed as a case series, there was a significant reduction in PSS (11.7; p = 0.01) and PSF (5.9; p = 0.03) from baseline following 13 weeks of sertraline. There was also a decrease in mean HAD depression score from 4.6 at baseline to 2.4.

Conclusion: Sertraline led to a significant improvement in prostatic symptom severity and frequency from baseline following 13 weeks of treatment. Although this analysis does not exclude a placebo effect, the randomised placebo controlled findings show a trend to improvement with sertraline when compared to placebo.

Antidepressants have been effectively used for the treatment of other chronic pain syndromes and tricyclic antidepressants are commonly used for chronic genital pain in women. To date there have been no studies performed using antidepressants in men with CPPS. We chose to perform such a study using sertraline (a serotonin specific reuptake inhibitor, SSRI) as we thought that the anti-cholinergic side effects of the tricyclic antidepressants might make them a less favourable choice for a placebo controlled trial.

METHODS

Men between the ages of 18–65 were evaluated clinically and by the use of a validated prostatitis symptom questionnaire and the American Urologists Association (AUA) benign prostatic hyperplasia questionnaire. Those with symptoms compatible with CPPS underwent the four glass test to exclude bacterial prostatitis. Urethral swabs were taken for microscopy and culture for Neisseria gonorrhoeae. A first void urine sample was sent for polymerase chain reaction (PCR) for Chlamydia trachomatis. Serum samples were taken for prostate specific antigen, urca, and electrolytes.

Patients with urethritis, symptoms suggestive of benign prostatic hyperplasia or significant abnormalities on baseline bloods were excluded. Other exclusion criteria were current treatment with an antidepressant or anxiolytic drug, history of seizures, or any history of hypersensitivity or intolerance to an SSRI.

Abbreviations: CPPS, chronic pelvic pain syndrome; HAD scale, Hospital Anxiety and Depression scale; PCR, polymerase chain reaction; PSex questionnaire, psychosexual questionnaire; PSF, prostatic symptom frequency; PSS, prostatic symptom severity; SSRI, serotonin specific reuptake inhibitor
All participants gave written consent and ethical approval had been obtained. Four baseline questionnaires were completed including a validated prostatic symptom frequency (PSF) and prostatic symptom severity (PSS) score,\textsuperscript{36} the Hospital Anxiety and Depression (HAD) scale,\textsuperscript{17} and a psychosexual (PSex) questionnaire. They were then randomised in a double blind fashion to receive either sertraline 50 mg daily or matched placebo for 13 weeks. At 13 weeks both subjects and investigator were unblinded and those receiving placebo were given the opportunity to cross over into the treatment arm for a further 13 weeks until the study end at 26 weeks. Subjects initially randomised to receive sertraline were given the option to continue this for the full 26 weeks. All subjects were assessed at 2 weeks for any adverse reaction to the treatment and again at 6, 13, and 26 weeks at which visits the four baseline questionnaires were again completed.

A Mann-Whitney U test was performed to compare scores in the sertraline versus placebo arms at baseline and at 13 weeks. The Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to compare change in scores of the two arms between baseline and 13 weeks. From 13 weeks all of the subjects received active treatment so the mean scores of all subjects at baseline were compared with the scores following 13 weeks of sertraline using the Wilcoxon signed rank test.

**RESULTS**

Fourteen subjects entered the trial and were randomised equally between the active and placebo arms. Results of the Mann-Whitney U test comparing baseline scores between the two study arms demonstrated no difference between the groups at baseline (table 1).

One subject withdrew from the study after 4 weeks because of adverse effects. He described feeling “spaced out” and was receiving placebo. Overall, there was no difference in reporting of adverse events between the placebo and sertraline arms.

To evaluate the effectiveness of sertraline compared to placebo we compared the scores between the two study arms at week 13 by the Mann-Whitney U test. There was no significant difference because of the small subject numbers. We also used the Wilcoxon signed rank test to compare the changes in mean scores from baseline to 13 weeks in the active and placebo groups. An improvement is denoted by a decrease in PSF, PSS, and HAD scores and an increase in the PSex score. At week 13 there was a mean reduction in PSS scores of 6.1 in the active and 2.0 in placebo group, and in PSF scores of 3.6 and 1.0, respectively. There was no statistically significant difference between the two groups but there was a trend towards sertraline being associated with an improvement in PSF, PSS, and HAD depression (HADd) scores (table 2).

After the unblinding at 13 weeks all six subjects receiving placebo chose to cross over to the sertraline arm so we have results from all 13 men following 13 weeks of treatment with sertraline. Analysing the results as a case series the scores at baseline were compared with those following 13 weeks of sertraline using the Wilcoxon signed rank test (table 3). There was a significant improvement in PSF and PSS over this 13 week period. There was also a non-significant improvement in HADd score.

**DISCUSSION**

Male chronic pelvic pain syndrome (CPPS) is a condition with significant morbidity that not infrequently presents to genitourinary medicine services.\textsuperscript{36} Its aetiology remains unclear with no universally effective treatments available, making it a difficult challenge for any clinician. Evidence for the effectiveness of the available treatments is lacking or based on small uncontrolled trials. Although male CPPS is not uncommon recruitment into trials is often poor in this group making it a difficult condition to study. Our trial was no exception as we have full data on only 13 men. A power calculation performed at the study planning stage suggested that if the difference of PSS plus PSF scores was 10 between the active and placebo groups at week 13, we would need to recruit 60 patients, 30 in each arm, to have 80% power to be able to show a significant difference. This means the randomised control trial was well underpowered. The main reasons given for declining entry into the trial were dissatisfaction with the possibility of randomisation to the placebo arm and reluctance to take an antidepressant drug. Several patients were excluded because of current antidepressant use.

| Table 1 | Summary of results at baseline and at 13 weeks |
|-----------------|-----------------|----------|-----------------|----------|
| **Mean score** | **Baseline** | **Mann-Whitney U test** | **13 weeks** | **Mann-Whitney U test** |
| | **Active drug** | **Placebo** | **p value** | **Active drug** | **Placebo** | **p value** |
| PSS | 23.4 | 28.0 | 0.94 | 17.3 | 26.0 | 0.34 |
| PSF | 15.9 | 18.7 | 0.89 | 12.3 | 17.7 | 0.09 |
| HADa | 7.6 | 8.2 | 0.52 | 6.7 | 5.6 | 0.40 |
| HADd | 4.7 | 4.5 | 0.52 | 3.1 | 3.8 | 0.30 |
| PSex | 22.6 | 20.9 | 0.63 | 22.1 | 23.1 | 0.44 |

PSS, prostate symptom severity; PSF, prostate symptom frequency; HAD, Hospital Anxiety and Depression scale; HADd, HAD depression; PSex, psychosexual questionnaire.

| Table 2 | Mean change in scores between baseline and 13 weeks (sertraline versus placebo) |
|-----------------|-----------------|----------|----------|
| **Mean change in score from 0 to 13 weeks** | **Sertraline** | **p Value** | **Placebo** | **p Value** |
| PSF | -3.6 | 0.16 | -1.0 | 0.41 |
| PSS | -6.1 | 0.12 | -2.0 | 0.44 |
| HADa | -0.9 | 0.39 | -2.5 | 0.18 |
| HADd | -1.6 | 0.19 | -0.7 | 0.41 |
| PSex | -0.5 | 0.43 | +2.2 | 0.27 |
In 1999 the National Institutes of Health (NIH) published their validated Chronic Prostatitis Symptom Index incorporating both a measure of symptoms and impact on quality of life.19 This is a superior tool for evaluating men with CPPS but as recruitment was already under way before its introduction it was not used in our study. The questionnaires used in our study had, however, been validated in previous prostatitis studies.16

Such a small study group makes interpretation of the results somewhat difficult. Comparing the change in mean scores from the prostatic symptom frequency (PSF), prostatic symptom severity (PSS), Hospital Anxiety and Depression (HAD), and psychosexual (Psex) questionnaires from baseline to 13 weeks there was a trend towards a greater improvement in PSF, PSS, and HAD depression (HADd) scores in the sertraline group when compared with placebo. However, these values did not reach statistical significance, which is not surprising given the small numbers involved. There was a non-statistically significant trend towards sertraline being associated with a deterioration in the psychosexual score, which was predictable, as loss of libido, erectile dysfunction, and delayed ejaculation are all recognised side effects of the SSRI antidepressant group.

Following unblinding we have scores on all 13 subjects after taking sertraline for 13 weeks. Comparing the scores at baseline, results after 13 weeks treatment showed a statistically significant improvement in PSF and PSS, and a non-significant improvement in the HAD depression scores. This suggests that sertraline is effective in reducing the frequency and severity of symptoms in men with CPPS. However, these results include men known to be on active therapy so a placebo effect cannot be excluded.

In our study sertraline was well tolerated. The SSRI antidepressants have minimal interactions reported with other drugs and if truly effective would be a welcome addition to the somewhat poor repertoire of treatments available to men with CPPS. The results from this study are encouraging but we cannot exclude a placebo effect. It is clear that similar larger studies using the NIH Chronic Prostatitis Symptom Index as an outcome measure are required in order to further evaluate the use of antidepressants in men with CPPS.
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